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We must admit that, despite not being as charismatic as the first Game Boy, the Nintendo handheld console sold between 2001 and 2008, Game Boy Advance, still has a legion of followers and fans. And so, they should all be interested in My Boy! - GBA Emulator, the app that allows you to play on your
Android device all the games of this pocket video game console. Play Game Boy Advance games again With this emulator, you can enjoy playing the game marketed for this recreational platform before the arrival of newly wiped out these portable systems. If you download the APK to your smartphone or
tablet, you will be able to get hold of a faithful recreation of the video console that brings back the feeling of playing on the GBA. The best way to remember your childhood by playing on Nintendo's GB Advance. After installing it, you will need to download the ROMs to run them on the app. Therefore, you
will be able to play some great classic titles like Mario and Pokémon on your phone via on-screen controls. Main features Great compatibility with different game ROMs. Connect via cable, Bluetooth, or WiFi. Solar, tilt and gyroscope sensors. OpenGL rendering. Possibility to skip all long introductions.
Simple and functional user interface. Game Boy and Game Boy Color were the portable consoles that kicked it all off. Their release showed that you could have made well-made games that fit your pocket. Portable game consoles have evolved a lot since then, but there are many who still love classics.
Let's take a look at the best Game Boy emulators, Game Boy Color emulators and game boy advance emulators for Android! The good news is that most of these are pretty mature, so they don't have a lot of bugs. ClassicBoy GoldEmuBoxGBA.emuGBC.emuJohn GBACMy BoyMy
OldBoyNostalgia.GBCPizza Boy GBARetroArchPrice: Free / $5.99ClassicBoy is one of two decent all-in-one emulators. This has loads of consoles, including PlayStation, Sega Genesis, NES, and of course, Game Boy Color, Game Boy, and Game Boy Advance. It does what you expect an emulator to
do. The app supports almost all games and all of the ones we've tested. Plus, you get save states, upload states, fast forward, and cheat code support. There is also hardware controller support. The free version has some missing features that the premium version includes. The only real blow is that the
app hadn't seen an update in years and has just started receiving updates again. We're sure it'll be great again soon, but the developer is working on some things at the time of this writing. EmuBoxPrice: FreeEmuBox is another newer all-in-one console emulator. It works a lot like ClassicBoy but with a
different list of supported consoles. This includes Nintendo PlayStation, SNES, Game Boy Color and Game Boy Advance. It has the usual features, including cheat support, save and load states, and fast forward support. There is also hardware controller support. Hardware. one is surprisingly good as it is
new. It's also completely free without in-app purchases. There are some ads, though. GBA.emuPrice: $4.99GBA.emu is one of two game boy emulators here by Robert Broglia. This is for the Game Boy Advance. It comes with all the features you'd expect. This includes quick saves, BIOS emulation, cheat
code support, hardware controller support, and even cheat codes. It is compatible with most of the game ROMs we have tried. It also works smoothly. There is also cross-platform support with its PC version. This means that you can play pretty much anywhere. There is no free version to test. You'll need
to test it within the refund time to make sure it works for you. GBC.emuPrice: $2.99GBC.emu, also by Robert Broglia, is one of the best Game Boy Color and Game Boy emulators available on Android. There is support for both Game Boy and Game Boy Color systems so you can play both consoles. It
has a high compatibility rate, so most games should work. It also supports Cheat Game Genie and Gameshark codes, cross-platform support with the PC version, and support for hardware controllers. It's open source which is good. The only downside, like GBA.emu, is that you'll have to pay to play. Be
sure to test it within the refund time to make sure you're satisfied. John GBACPrice: Free / $4.49John GBAC is the successor to two of the best game boy emulators for Android. It replaces John GBA and John GBC and puts the functionality of both under one roof for less than the cost of both separately. It
is an excellent emulator of a developer that makes excellent emulators. Get support for virtual controllers and hardware along with SD card support, turbo buttons, up to 16 times fast forward, up to 0.25 slow down, and even some extra things like Dropbox and cheat codes. It is one of those we
recommend before and should work with pretty much any ROM. My BoyPrice: Free/$4.99My Boy is one of the most popular Game Boy Advance emulators out there. It has high compatibility along with a list of features. They include superior connection cable support (via WiFi or Bluetooth), high game
compatibility, fast forward and slowdown mode, cheat codes, and hardware controller support. It also has some advanced features such as OpenGL rendering, BIOS emulation (so you don't need a BIOS file) and turbot emulation using your phone's vibrating motor. It offers an almost complete experience
and this is impressive. My OldBoyPrice: Free / $3.99My OldBoy is easily one of the most popular game boy color and game boy emulators. Just like My Boy (the developer himself), this one has a lot of features, including connection cable emulation, cheat code support, hardware controller, fast forward
and slow motion modes, and more. It also includes OpenGL rendering and turbot emulation such as My Boy. In fact, it's pretty much My Boy but for Game Boy and Game Boy Color. There is a free version to try. The full version goes for for Free/$1.49 GBC nostalgia is not so well known. However, it is
still one of the best emulators of Game Boy Color and Game Boy. Both the free and paid version allow for the same features, including turbo buttons, high game compatibility, and on-screen controls and hardware keyboards. Unlike most, this Game Boy emulator includes a game rewind feature that
allows you to go back a few seconds to try a segment again. It's fun to use, especially in platformers. The free version is supported by the ad and requires an online connection. Ads don't show up during the game, if that helps. Pizza Boy GBAPrice: FreePizza Boy GBA is one of the new participants in the
best list of game boy emulators. This is for Game Boy Advance and is decent for a newer emulator. It boasts a 60FPS game, no ads, fast and slow motion advancement, hardware controller support, and more. It also comes with the usual things like saving states. This is completely free ad-free and this
makes it one of the most unique game boy emulators for Android. It has the occasional insect, bust most complaints seem quite minor to us. RetroArchPrice: FreeRetroArch is a multi-system emulator that uses the Liberto development interface. This system uses cores that you can install, and each core
is essentially a video game emulator. Apparently, Game Boy, Game Boy Color, and Game Boy Advanced all have cores that work in RetroArch, making it possible to play them all with one app. It doesn't have as many features as individually encoded game boy emulators, but it has a high compatibility
rate. It is also totally free, open source and there is no advertising. The only downside is that you will have to learn how to use it. It is much more complicated than other emulators. If we've lost one of game boy's best emulators, Game Boy Color emulators or game boy advance emulators, tell us about
them in the comments! My boy! Free - GBA Emulator is a Gameboy Advance emulator for Android devices that allows you to play almost any Gameboy game on your smartphone or tablet. As for applications of this type, My Boy! Free – The GBA emulator doesn't include any games, just the ability to play
them if you can find and save the ROM on your device, which is relatively easy to do. You'll have to go to specific websites to download them, but there are plenty of online sites where you can find Gameboy Advance ROMs. The emulator is perfectly compatible with most games, including Castlevania
(some of the best titles in the saga are Gameboy Advance games), Super Mario games, and even many of the Pokemon series. Everyone works perfectly on this emulator. In the settings menu, you can adjust different aspects of the app, such as the graphics and even the control system. My boy! Free –
The GBA emulator, also as a free version, includes every feature of its paid counterpart. The only difference is that in the free version you can't save the game at any time (which you can do with paid version), and instead, you have to do it from within the game. However, this is a superb emulator. The
most downloaded console emulators on Android These days it is always easier to live in the past while enjoying your free time. The power of modern Android devices allows for easy emulation of previous generations of consoles, with surprising results. For this reason, we have seen a steady increase in
the volume of downloads of this type of app from our catalog. These are the most downloaded classic console emulators for Android on Uptodown. Find out more
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